
TMC’s accelerator TMCx recently introduced its first batch of candidates 

for lined up 6 month program.  While the medtech innovations remain on 

high, programs similar to above provide tremendous boost to start ups 

across globe. Houston based TMC welcomed 22 medtech start-ups after  

skimming  through 260 applications. These start-ups will leverage TMC's 

healthcare and university network in their quest for product commerciali-

zation. Start- ups will closely work with TMC mentors on various aspects 

such as regulatory, funding , commercialization and others over next few 

months.  

Sequenom explores MaterniT21's 

novel end application 
TMC begins its first class of accelerated program for 
medtech start ups 
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Healthcare data is of great significance for developers who are in con-

stant chase to get a bite of big data for their product types.  Open source 

platform from Apple “Research Kit” intends to just deliver the same. The 

platform comes as a second kit based investment of Apple’s healthcare 

research post its earlier introduced Healthkit, which already has 900 

apps running on its foundation. Research kit already has some built in 

apps that give indication around Parkinson, cardiovascular, asthma and 

other ailments. While the kit gives the spontaneous result for the user, it 

also provides them with an option to share their health data with other 

developers. The latter one remains at discretion of research kit user. 

Apple introduces world to - Research Kit 
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San Diego based Sequenom, maker 

of prenatal diagnostic tests recently 

stumbles upon possibility of cancer 

detection through its MaterniT21 

tests. While the MaterniT21 was 

developed with sole focus of diag-

nosing foetal abnormalities, possi-

ble cancer diagnosis come in as a 

surprise element. Company’s major 

revenue and growth comes from 

diagnostic tests indicating foetal 

abnormalities, and the above out-

come could come out as a game 

changer for the company’s future 

revenue growth. More test results 

are been worked out by the compa-

ny to make further claims around 

the same. 
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